A Program of Education for Civic Leadership

SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL SERIES

LECTURES

Sept. 15 • USE AND MISUSE OF URBAN OPEN SPACE
Dr. Charles F. Samelson—Psychiatrist, and member of the Open Lands Project Committee

Sept. 29 • PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION IN CHICAGO: STRENGTH IN DIVERSITY
Dr. Richard G. Bronze—Executive Director, State of Illinois Board of Higher Education

Oct. 13 • EXCITING ADVANCES IN MEDICINE
Dr. George V. Le Roy—Professor of Medicine, The University of Chicago

Oct. 27 • CHICAGO'S ARCHITECTURE—THE OLD AND THE NEW

Nov. 10 • NEW APPROACHES TO THE TREATMENT OF DELINQUENCY
Paul Kahn—Midwest Representative, National Council on Crime and Delinquency

Lecture Series Admission, $7.50
Fullerton Hall, The Art Institute of Chicago
Michigan Avenue and Adams Street

FIELD TRIPS

The field trips are designed to complement a particular lecture and are held in the week following that lecture. Registration is limited by the capacity of the places to be visited, which by special arrangement provide tours not available to the general public. Tickets for field trips are sold only to lecture-series subscribers, who may purchase one ticket to each of the five tours. The price of each ticket is $5.00. Lunch is provided and the cost of the lunch, tax, and gratuity is included in the tour price.

The field trips are offered on a Tuesday or a Wednesday schedule (except Tour Two; see below). Subscribers do not have the option of mixing or combining these tickets; ticket orders should indicate the weekday preferred, and all tours must be taken on the weekday for which the ticket is issued. It is important to show on the order blank whether the alternate date is acceptable if the weekday your ticket is sold out. To the extent possible, a Tuesday subscriber will be assisted in exchanging his tour ticket with a Wednesday subscriber at the time of the lecture preceding that tour. There are no refunds on field trip tickets, and no other ticket exchanges can be handled. All tours will depart from and return to the Downtown Center, 64 East Lake Street (except Tour Four—see below). Field trips operate on closely-coordinated time schedules, and the departure of buses cannot be delayed for late-comers. Comfortable shoes are recommended for all tours.

Tour One

Tuesday
Assemble punctually at 8:30 A.M. This tour will visit examples of outdoor recreational facilities available to Chicagoans, with special emphasis on the problems of encroachment and pollution.

Sept. 21
Fullerton Hall, The Art Institute of Chicago
Michigan Avenue and Adams Street

Tour Two

Oct. 3
Assemble 9:00 A.M. at the Loop Branch of the Chicago City Junior College, 64 East Lake Street, where Oscar Shubert, executive director of the College, will discuss the various and growing functions of the two-year college. The group will then tour the new Chicago Circle Campus of the University of Illinois: its educational objectives and operation will be explained by Dean Glen Trottier; its distinctive architecture will be discussed by Walter A. Netsch, Jr., who was in charge of the design. Lunch in the cafeteria of the Union. In the afternoon, a tour of the recently built Chicago Teachers College North, with a discussion of the special problems and achievements of the teachers college by Dr. Jerome M. Sich, Dean. Return at 1:30 P.M.

Oct. 7
Assemble punctually at 8:30 A.M. for visits to the Rehabilitation Institute and to Children's Memorial Hospital. At the Institute, a film will be shown on techniques of treating the physically handicapped in a team setting. At the hospital's new $50-million-dollar patient center and research wing, the group will visit children's wards and the laboratories for advanced pediatric research. Lunch at the hospital. The afternoon visit to Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital will include an illustrated lecture by Dr. Robert Karp, head of the department of renal nutrition, on "War on Kidney Disease." The tour will end at 3:15 P.M.

Tour Three

Nov. 2
Assemble punctually at 8:45 A.M. This tour, highlighting some of Chicago's world famous architecture, will include the Auditorium, Monadnock Building, the Rookery, and examples of the newest construction which makes exciting use of open space. Lunch at the Monadnock Building. The afternoon visit to Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital will include an illustrated lecture by Dr. Robert Karp, head of the department of renal nutrition, on "War on Kidney Disease." The tour will end at 3:15 P.M.

Tour Four

Nov. 16
Assemble punctually at 8:45 A.M. to visit the Illinois Youth Commission’s Reception and Diagnostic Center at Joliet. Boys are referred to this center by the Family Court, and, after three to six weeks' clinical program, are placed in appropriate rehabilitation programs. Lunch at the center.

Tour Five

Nov. 17
Assemble punctually at 8:30 A.M. to visit the Illinois Youth Commission’s Reception and Diagnostic Center at Joliet. Boys are referred to this center by the Family Court, and, after three to six weeks’ clinical program, are placed in appropriate rehabilitation programs. Lunch at the center.
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THE DOWNTOWN CENTER, located at 64 East Lake Street, is a part of University Extension of the University of Chicago. It makes the intellectual resources of the University available to the intelligent, concerned adult in the Chicago area by offering special non-credit programs of liberal and professional education. Among the latter are the Basic Program of Liberal Education for Adults, the Fine Arts Program, and a series of Special Courses, including seminars, workshops, and tours. All these programs are described in detail in the new 1965–66 Annual Prospectus, which is available upon request from the Downtown Center, 64 East Lake Street, Financial 6-8300.